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Abstract—Motivated by the need to distribute large volumes
of scientific data to large numbers of subscribers, we propose
a reliable multicast transport protocol. Specifically, this protocol
is developed for use on virtual circuits, since dynamic circuit
services are now being offered by large providers, and virtual
circuit networking is well suited to multicasting as it eliminates
the data-plane congestion control problem of connectionless IP.
The new protocol is called Virtual Circuit Multicast Transport
Protocol (VCMTP). A key concept is to execute retransmissions
(required due to flow control problems) at the end, i.e., after
the message (file or memory data) is multicast. This leads to
scalability, where the throughput for the receivers that can keep
pace with the sending rate is independent of the number of
receivers. A prototype was tested on Emulab, and measurements
obtained. Our findings are that for disk-to-disk file transfers
at a sending rate of 600 Mbps, the Emulab hosts can support
multicasting with less than 0.5% retransmission rates, but at a
800 Mbps sending rate, the average throughput is only 650 Mbps
because the retransmission rate increases to 9%.
Index Terms—Reliable multicast; transport protocols; high
speed; virtual circuits

I. I NTRODUCTION
Scientific data collected by instruments, from experimental
studies, and from simulations executed on high-performance
computing platforms, often need to be distributed across
the Internet. Some types of scientific data are collected and
distributed on a daily basis. For example, the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) Internet Data
Distribution (IDD) project [1] distributes large amounts of
meteorology data on a near real-time basis, on the order
of 10 GB/hour, to a subscriber base of 170 institutions.
Over 30 types of data products (referred to as feedtypes)
are distributed through the IDD project. Examples include
CONDUIT high-resolution model data from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and NEXRAD-II,
which is radar data. The software used for this data distribution
is called Local Data Manager (LDM) [2]. LDM uses RPC
based communications, and allows for a downstream server
to subscribe to feedtypes from upstream servers in a tree
structure. Different feedtypes have different tree structures.
For example, the CONDUIT feedtype has 163 subscribers,
of which 103 are served directly by the UCAR LDM servers,
and 57 of these, in turn, serve other receivers. Unicast TCP
connections are used between all upstream and downstream
LDM servers.
While the use of unicast TCP connections over the basic
IP-routed service has the ease-of-use advantage, there are
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disadvantages to this mode of data delivery. The IDD project
requires 9 LDM servers at UCAR, and generates 5 Gbps of
traffic on the 10 Gbps UCAR access link. Also, the latency
of delivering the data products is sensitive to the number of
receivers. While this particular application is not highly latency
sensitive, in other applications, e.g., financial data distribution,
this can be an issue. In addition to scientific data distribution
of the type described above, newspapers and magazines could
also leverage such multicast services for daily/weekly data
distribution.
Therefore, the problem statement of this work is to design,
prototype, and evaluate a multicast transport protocol for
reliable message transfer across virtual circuits. First consider
the multicast aspect. If a sender can simultaneously send a
message to multiple receivers, the server capacity and link
bandwidth required can be lowered. Second consider the term
“reliable message transfer.” Reliability is required as this
protocol is designed for data distribution, and not audio/video
transmission. The reason for using the term “message” is that
individual files, or data products in IDD terminology, can be
regarded as messages. Contrast message transport service as
offered by UDP with byte stream transport service offered by
TCP. Our requirement is to transfer messages reliably to large
numbers of receivers, not byte streams.
Finally, consider our proposed usage of Virtual Circuits
(VC). We have two reasons for considering virtual circuits.
First, for the IDD project, several feed types generate data
almost continually, making the use of virtual circuits more
suitable than IP routed service. Second, VC networking shifts
the burden of congestion control to the control plane. VC
networks have a connection setup phase in which requests for
bandwidth are accepted/rejected based on resource availability.
As long as the sending rates are limited to the VC rates,
there is no possibility of congestion in the data plane. This
simplifies the reliable multicast transport protocol problem to
just handling bit errors, and flow control problems (receiver
buffer overflows). Other reliable multicast proposals, such
as the Scalable Reliable Multicast (SRM) framework [3],
note that multicast congestion control, which is required if
the underlying network service is a connectionless service
such as the IP-routed service, is a difficult proposition. For
example, should the sending rate be tuned to that of the
worst-case receiver? One approach proposed in SRM is to use
reserved resources as with the Integrated Services (IntServ)
architecture [4], which is a VC networking solution. With

the growing interest in dynamic (virtual) circuit services [5],
especially in the scientific computing community, we hence
propose to target our reliable message transport protocol for
virtual circuits. Technologies that are commonly used today for
virtual circuits include MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS)
and Ethernet Virtual LANs (VLANs), both of which support
multicasting, as with MPLS virtual private networks (VPNs),
and with multipoint VLANs.
Our key contributions are the design, prototyping, and
evaluation of a new transport protocol called Virtual Circuit
Multicast Transport Protocol (VCMTP). The main design
concept is to transmit the whole message first and then handle
retransmissions. This is coupled with the concept of bandwidth
adaptation as proposed in [6], whereby a multitasking receiver
could change multicast groups to receive data on a lowerrate VC if it experiences consistent receive buffer overflows.
By controlling membership of receivers and using multiple
(different-rate) virtual circuits with the sending rates tuned
to the VC rates, only few retransmissions are likely to be
required. These are handled at the end to avoid one or more
slow receivers from slowing down data reception for the other
receivers.
Section II provides a brief overview of prior work on
reliable multicast protocols. Section III discusses the overall
design of VCMTP, and Section IV presents a prototype
implementation. Section V presents the experimental settings
and evaluation results with the prototype. Section VI concludes
this work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Reliable multicast transport protocols have been proposed
since the mid-1990s [3], [7]–[11]. Several concepts developed
in these proposals are adopted in our work. For example,
the session manager in RMTP [7] is similar to our VCMTP
multicast manager, as is the use of receivers tracking the status
of successful or failed packet transmissions instead of the
sender. However, there are two key differences between RMTP
and VCMTP. Positive ACKnowledgments (ACKs) are used in
RMTP with a tree of designated receivers handling ACKs to
avoid the ACK implosion problem [8], while VCMTP uses
negative acknowledgements (NACKs). Second, RMTP uses
window-based flow control, while VCMTP uses a flow-control
problem avoidance technique through control-plane methods.
In SRM both repair requests and retransmissions are multicast to the entire group. Repair requests differ from negative
ACKs (NACKs) in that the latter are sent to a specific sender,
while repair requests are sent to all participants. While this
approach will be considered in future work, VCMTP uses
TCP unicast connections for the NACKs and retransmissions,
as proposed in MTP-2 [9].
The NACK-Oriented Reliable Multicast (NORM) protocol is described in [11]. It uses FEC to improve reliability
and “uses probabilistic suppression of redundant feedback
based on exponentially distributed random backoff timers” for
scalability. A TCP friendly congestion control algorithm is
proposed as NORM is developed for multicast IP.

A difference between MTP-2 and VCMTP is that the former
claims scalability only under no loss scenarios, while in
VCMTP using our design concept of completing the whole
message transmission before executing retransmissions, we
aim for scalability in the presence of losses. This concept is
similar to that used in Reliable Blast UDP (RBUDP) in [12],
which is a unicast transport protocol for use across dedicated
optical circuits.
A Reliable Adaptive Multicast Protocol (RAMP), described in IETF RFC 1458, was enhanced for use over an
all-optical, circuit-switched, gigabit network in an ARPAsponsored Testbed for Optical NEtworking (TBONE) [10].
The question of not slowing down other receivers due to flow
control problems in some slow receivers is not addressed;
instead retransmissions are executed immediately after reports
of losses.
III. V IRTUAL C IRCUIT M ULTICAST T RANSPORT
P ROTOCOL
The two objectives in designing VCMTP are reliability
and scalability. As with other reliable transport protocols
such as TCP, VCMTP will include error control and flow
control functions. Congestion control is not required in the
data plane because congestion is handled in the control plane
during VC setup (VC setup requests will be rejected if all
bandwidth resources are used up for existing virtual circuits).
For error control, to avoid senders having to maintain state
information about every receiver, retransmission requests will
be receiver driven through NACKs. This avoids the (positive)
acknowledgement implosion problem in which the sender host
is overloaded by acknowledgement messages from a large
number of receivers. For packet retransmissions to individual
receivers, MVCTP will use unicast TCP connections over IProuted paths. To achieve scalability, unlike in TCP in which
packet retransmissions are interleaved with the main data
transfer process, the VCMTP sender executes retransmissions
only after the whole message is multicast to all receivers.
When receivers detect packet loss during the main data transfer
period, the receivers immediately send retransmission requests
to the sender, but the sender stores the requests and executes them at the end. The sender unicasts retransmissions to
each receiver on individual TCP connections. This approach
prevents the retransmission process from slowing down the
main data transmission process at the sender, which can be
a problem at high speed, and when the number of receivers
is large. Only those receivers that have packet loss will
experience a reduction in the overall throughput (because of
the retransmissions at the end), while other receivers that
can keep up with the sending rate will experience the higher
throughput.
As the sender receives TCP connect requests, it sends
a control message on the TCP connections informing each
receiver of all available VCs with their corresponding rates.
If a receiver consistently experiences a high packet loss rate,
a VCMTP multicast manager can have it switch to receiving
data on a lower-rate VC if there is one.
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Fig. 1: An example configuration

For flow control, there is choice of three mechanisms:
window-based, rate-based, and on/off [13]. Window-based
flow control is not suitable for multicast because the free-space
available in the receive buffer will differ from one receiver to
the next. Rate-based flow control allows a sender to adjust
its sending rate dynamically. Such a scheme would again be
difficult to implement in a multicast scenario as each receiver’s
receive rate can vary dynamically due to multitasking. The
on/off mechanism allows a receiver to send an on/off message
to the sender based on its buffer occupancy. The sender will
start/stop sending data as per these control messages. Again,
this scheme will slow down the reception rate for the fast
receivers.
The solution to the flow control proposed for VCMTP is
as follows. First, the sending rates of multiple VCs used to
transmit the same data are sent to all receivers in the control
plane allowing each receiver to choose the multicast group
corresponding to the VC whose rate is less than or equal
to the rate it can sustain. Measurements are required at the
receiver to have it continually evaluate whether its multicast
receiving process is able to keep up with the selected rate. If
it finds itself losing too many packets from its receive buffer,
it will switch to a lower-rate VC if one is available. In spite
of this arrangement, packets are still likely to be lost due to
multitasking, and these losses are handled with NACKs and
retransmissions.
IV. VCMTP P ROTOTYPE
Fig. 1 illustrates how an Ethernet VLAN based virtual
circuit is provisioned between a sender and multiple receivers.
Tagged VLANs with rate policing and scheduling are used to
create rate-guaranteed virtual circuits. Other VC technologies
such as MPLS can also be used. We use VLANs just to
illustrate the concept. These virtual circuits are reserved and
provisioned by schedulers such as the ESnet On-Demand
Secure Circuits and Advance Reservation System (OSCARS)
[14]. Class-D multicast IP addresses in the (224 to 239)/8

range will be assigned, one per multipoint VLAN. Each receiver binds a UDP socket to this address. As shown in Fig. 1,
the multicast forwarding action is performed in the Ethernet
switches on the VLAN ID and multicast MAC address, which
is derived from the Class D multicast IP address.
The inner blocks shown with the sender and a receiver
in Fig. 1 illustrate the concept that VCMTP uses UDP
for the multicast transmission of the message (the arrows
show the flow of this transmission), and TCP connections to
send/receive NACKs and retransmissions. VCMTP adopts a
block-oriented data transfer model in which a message (disk
file or memory data) on the sender is first fragmented into
multiple blocks (VCMTP packets), which are then encapsulated into UDP datagrams for multicasting. Upon receiving
a multicast packet, the receiver process extracts the VCMTP
packet from the UDP datagram, and then adds the VCMTP
payload to the corresponding data block given its position in
the message. Unlike the byte streaming transfer model, the
block-oriented data transfer model does not require data to
be passed to the application in sequence. However, it requires
that receivers be aware of the length of the message before
the transfer, so that they can allocate the data storage (either
on disk or in memory) correspondingly. In VCMTP, this
information is communicated between the sender and all the
receivers over the TCP connections before the message is
multicast.
A. Sender Implementation
The VCMTP sender is implemented as a user-space library.
The VCMTPSender class provides a set of APIs that are
related to both control-plane functions, such as initializing a
VCMTP multicast group, and data-plane functions, such as
sending data to a multicast group. The application issues a
VCMTP JoinGroup function call specifying a Class D IP
address, allowing the VCMTP code to open a UDP socket
using that IP address. The VCMTP code also starts a VCMTP
retransmission thread, whose functions are to listen
for TCP connection requests from multicast receivers, and to
handle NACKs and retransmissions.
To multicast a message, the application can call one of two
VCMTP functions in the VCMTPSender class:
1) int VCMTPSender::Send(void* buffer, size t length)
2) int VCMTPSender::Send(char* file name)
The first API is used for transferring in-memory data, and
the second API is used for transferring disk files. For the
second call, the VCMTP send function reads directly from
the disk. In both functions, the sender first determines the
size of the message and communicates this information to all
the receivers that are connected to it via TCP connections. It
then divides the data into blocks that can fit into the payload
of a VCMTP packet. The VCMTP header includes a source
port number, destination port number, block sequence number,
and payload length. The VCMTP send function writes the
VCMTP packets to the UDP socket.
The select() system call is used in the VCMTP retransmission thread for handling unicast TCP connections
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from all receivers. As it receives NACKs, it stores the block
number with the receiver TCP socket ID in a buffer called
a retransmission store. Retransmissions are executed at the
end of the message multicast on a receiver-by-receiver basis,
where the receiver with the smallest number of missing blocks
will be served first. The retransmission store maintains in a
memory cache the missing blocks that have been retransmitted
to receivers so far. This design allows the sender to leverage
memory caching to retransmit a missing block to multiple
receivers efficiently. For messages stored on disk that are
larger than the cache, disk reads are required with a specific
offset for each block that needs retransmission. For large
files, this design has a disadvantage when compared to the
TCP approach in which data read from disks are held in
a retransmission buffer in memory and retransmissions are
completed immediately after loss detection.
B. Receiver Implementation
The receiving application calls a VCMTP Receiver
method with a set of class D IP addresses, allowing the
latter to bind one UDP socket for each Class D IP addresses
corresponding to each of the virtual circuits (recall the concept
of using different-rate circuits to handle the flow control problem). It also starts a VCMTP retransmission thread
to send NACKs and receive retransmissions. Upon receiving
a UDP datagram carrying a VCMTP packet, it compares the
current received block sequence number with that of the last
received block sequence number to determine if there is a
missing packet. If a packet loss is detected, the receiver stores
the block number in a retransmission store buffer and sends it
in a NACK to the VCMTP sender. For the correctly received
VCMTP packet, it extracts the payload and copies it to the
specified application data block, which involves a disk write
for a file transfer. The VCMTP retransmission thread handles
all retransmissions received on the TCP connections, and
likewise writes the payloads into the application data block.
C. VCMTP Multicast Manager
Besides the VCMTP sender and receivers, a separate component called the VCMTP Multicast Manager is implemented
to support a set of management-plane functions, such as
performance monitoring, fault management, and configuration
management. The performance monitoring module keeps track
of the retransmission rates of receivers, and initiates a receiver’s switch to a lower-rate VC when needed. The fault
management module detects exception conditions during the
message multicast, and initiates recovery. The configuration
management handles the setup of VCs through circuit schedulers such as OSCARS.
V. E VALUATION
The VCMTP prototype was tested on the Emulab testbed
[15]. We chose hosts with 1 Gbps Ethernet NICs to execute
relatively high-speed experiments up to 800 Mbps. The nodes
have 2 GB memory and commodity disk facilities. Section V-A
describes a multicast experiment that illustrates a positive

TABLE I: VCMTP Multicast Throughput (Unit: Mbps)
Avg.
(SD)
throughput
of receptions
in
no-loss
runs
Avg.
(SD)
throughput
of
no-loss
receptions in
loss runs
Avg.
(SD)
throughput
of
loss
receptions in
loss runs

512 MB
579.49
(1.73)

1 GB
574.56
(1.60)

2 GB
588.25
(0.30)

4 GB
582.17
(0.87)

N/A

575.65
(0.81)

588.27
(0.74)

582.22
(0.98)

N/A

561.4
(1.73)

580.32
(4.94)

576.1
(4.43)

aspect of the VCMTP design, while Section V-B describes
a unicast experiment that demonstrates a negative feature.
A. Multicast Performance
In this experiment, one VCMTP sender multicasts disk files
of different sizes to 7 receiver nodes. The sending rate is set
to 600 Mbps, a rate at which there are only a few receive
buffer overflows, if any. For each file size, the experiment was
repeated 10 times, and the average throughput was computed.
The results are shown in Table I. For the 512 MB file size,
there were no retransmissions in all 70 receptions (7 receivers
and 10 runs). For the other three file sizes, in some runs there
were no losses, while in other runs, one or more receivers
experienced losses. The first row shows the throughput values
for the no-loss runs, while the second and third rows show
the throughput values for the runs in which there were losses,
with the averaging done over receptions that had no losses,
and receptions that had losses, respectively. Table I shows that
the average throughput of the receptions in no-loss runs is
very close to that of the no-loss receptions in the loss runs.
Furthermore, the average throughput of loss receptions in loss
runs are lower than that of no-loss receptions in both noloss and loss runs. Thus in a single multicast, if 6 out of
the 7 receivers experienced no packet losses, their (higher)
throughput was unaffected by the losses incurred in the 7th
receiver. This illustrates the key design concept of VCMTP
that allows for scalability.
B. Choice of sending rate
This experiment compares unicast TCP with a singlesender/single-receiver VCMTP configuration to illustrate the
need for VCMTP receivers to choose a VC whose rate matches
the rate at which the VCMTP application can deplete the
receive buffer. Disk-to-disk file transfers with different sizes
ranging from 512 MB to 4 GB were executed and measurements obtained. Two different sending rates, 600 Mbps and
800 Mbps, were used. For each file size and each experimental
setting, 10 runs were executed, and the average throughput
computed from the measurements. The results are shown in
Fig. 2.
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File Transfer Throughput of Unicast VCMTP vs. TCP
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their receive buffers can be depleted and choose a VC with
the corresponding rate, packet losses can be kept minimal.
Both the sender computing resources and bandwidth can be
reduced through the use of multicasting.
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Fig. 2: Unicast File Transfer Throughput for VCMTP vs. TCP

With TCP, the sending rate is automatically determined by
the sender as part of the Slow Start/Congestion Avoidance
algorithms. As shown in the figure, TCP achieves a throughput of around 650 Mbps for all the file sizes considered.
With VCMTP, there is a greater likelihood of receive buffer
overflows at 800 Mbps than at 600 Mbps. The average
retransmission rates for 512 MB, 1GB, 2 GB, and 4 GB file
transfers are 4.46%, 11.04%, 8.63%, and 9.27% at 800 Mbps,
and 0%, 0.26%, 0.07%, and 0.19% at 600 Mbps respectively.
The 800 Mbps VCMTP transfer achieves the same throughput
as TCP throughput as seen in Fig. 2, but the more cautious
setting of 600 Mbps yields close to that throughput but with
few retransmissions if any.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
A new reliable multicast transport protocol was proposed
for virtual circuits. This work was motivated by two considerations. First, there is a need for data distribution to
large numbers of subscribers both in the scientific community
and in the commercial domain. Second, new dynamic circuit
services are being offered by both research-and-education
network and commercial providers. As virtual circuits (VCs)
are provisioned prior to data transfer with a guaranteed rate,
there is no congestion in the data plane, making VCs more
suitable than multicast IP. A new Virtual Circuit Multicast
Transport Protocol (VCMTP) is proposed. A key design concept of executing the whole message multicast before handling
retransmission requests provides scalability but does incur
a cost due to disk reads when the file size is larger than
host memory. A prototype of VCMTP was implemented and
evaluated for high-speed file transfers. Our conclusions are
that as long as the receivers can estimate the rate at which
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